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Exercise	1:	Parts	of	speech

If	you	do	Exercise	1	as	a	class	exercise,	ask	learners	
to	work	with	a	partner	and	try	to	complete	the	grid	
before	checking	in	the	dictionary.	If	they	are	unfamiliar	
with	dictionary	use,	you	may	need	to	show	them	where	
the	word	class	information	can	be	found	–	immediately	
after	the	phonemic	transcription	of	the	word	(e.g.	noun, 
adj, adv).	In	the	case	of	verbs,	check	they	understand	
[I]	and	[T]	shown	after	the	word	class	information	–	I	
for	intransitive	and	T	for	transitive.	Make	sure	they	
realize	that	homographs	such	as	object	have	different	
dictionary	entries	for	each	word	class.

Exercise	2:	Irregular	past	tenses

Make	sure	that	learners	know	where	this	information	
can	be	found	(immediately	after	the	phonemic	
transcription).

Exercise	3:	Compounds

The	answers	to	these	will	not	be	found	in	the	dictionary	
under	the	entries	for	the	nouns	themselves	but	in	
the	associated	compound	words	found	immediately	
after	each	entry.	For	example,	the	entry	for	business	
gives definitions for different uses of the word as well 
as	idioms	containing	the	word	business.	Compounds	
beginning	with	business	can	be	found	after	the	entry	for	
business,	e.g.	business card, business class, business 
plan	and	so	on.

Exercise	4:	Main	meanings

Draw	your	learners’	attention	to	the	use	of	pink	boxes	
in MED2 for words with five meanings or more. These 
give very brief definitions for each meaning in the order 
of	priority	in	which	they	are	presented	in	the	dictionary.	
For	example,	meaning	one	of	the	nine	meanings	of	full	
is	containing all that fits,	while	the	much	less	common	
meaning	eight	is	clothing: loose on body.
	

Exercise	5:	Word	building

When learners have finished this exercise, you could 
highlight	some	of	the	main	patterns	used	in	noun	
formation exemplified here, e.g. -ion, -ment,	and	ask	
them	for	more	examples	of	each.
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1.	game	____________	–	a large area of land where wild animals live safely or are hunted in a   
    controlled way for sport
2.	ground	____________		the floor of a building that is at or near the level of the ground
3.	guide	____________	a dog that is trained to lead a person who cannot see	
4.	health	____________	a building where people can go to see a doctor or nurse	
5.	heart	____________	an occasion when someone suddenly has a lot of pain in their chest and   
    their heart stops working
6.	hole	____________	a piece of equipment used for putting small holes in paper
7.	ice	____________		a game played on ice by two teams of six players
8.	information	____________	the study or use of computers and electronic systems for storing and       
    using information

	

    Parts of speech1           
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what parts of speech are these words? check in the dictionary and write verb, noun, adjective or 
adverb in the gaps after each word. note that some of them have more than one function.

1.		need	 	 ____________						____________					
2.	 net															 ____________						____________						____________
3.	 notice											 ____________						____________				
4.		number										 ____________						____________					
5.		object								 ____________						____________
6.	 offer											 ____________						____________						
7.		open	 											 ____________						____________	
8.		order									 ____________						____________							

    irregular past tenses2           

complete the table by writing in the irregular past tenses of these verbs. then check your answers in 
the dictionary.

											 irregular past form
1.		sing		
2.	 sink	 	
3.	 sleep
4.		spend
5.		spread	 			
6.	 stick
7.		swear
8.		sweep

    compounds3

Find the nouns that go with these other nouns to match the definitions.						

Example	:	 bus	____________		–	a building where buses start and finish their journeys			(bus station)				
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    Main meanings4

these words all have more than one meaning in english. Fill the gaps using the words in the list.  
then look in the dictionary* and check your answers.

* You will find short definitions of the main meanings of words with five or more meanings in the pink-shaded 
box beneath the word, e.g. full (nine meanings).

																

1.	course	 ____________	of lessons

2.	cover	 	 put something ____________	something else

3.	cradle		 swinging	____________	for baby

4.	crash	 	 when a ____________	hits something

5.	critical		 saying when something is ____________	

6.	cup		 	 container for a	____________

7.	cushion	 soft	____________	for seat

8.	deal	 	 a formal	____________	

						vehicle  cover  drink  series

   agreement  over  wrong  bed
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    word building: nouns5

complete the table by writing in the noun form of each of these verbs. then use the 
dictionary to check your answers.

verb noun
e.g. correct correction
1.		decide		
2.	 grow
3.	 require
4.		assess
5.		respond			
6.	 recommend
7.		arrange
8.		apply
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Key

1 Parts of speech

1.			verb;	noun	
2.			noun;	adjective;	verb
3.			verb;	noun
4.			noun;	verb
5.			verb;	noun
6.			noun;	verb
7.			verb;	adjective
8.			verb;	noun

2 irregular past tenses

1.			sang
2.			sank
3.			slept
4.			spent
5.			spread
6.			stuck
7.			swore
8.			swept

3  compounds

1.			reserve
2.   floor
3.			dog
4.			centre
5.			attack
6.			punch
7.			hockey
8.			technology

4 Main meanings

1.			series
2.			over
3.			bed
4.			vehicle
5.			wrong
6.			drink
7.			cover
8.			agreement	

5 word building: nouns

1.			decision
2.			growth
3.			requirement
4.			assessment
5.			response
6.			recommendation
7.			arrangement
8.			application
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